Dear Mr. Kennicott:

I see this you will have received my last and thereby know we have returned to this village. So sorry we did not get to see you. Made several inquiries as to how we could reach Lake Tahoe. Each one told us a different route until we were afraid we might get lost. Showed us several routes. We were under the impression that
I could not visit us. So near and yet so far when one wants to travel in that part of the country. I realize just how you must feel. One enjoys nature, and the rest a quiet but you long for company, especially if you come from the city where one always has their friends around. We were not entirely alone. Rev. Tride and his daughter had the cottage next to ours, also Miss Oren and Nakas from the Old Church were there.
The Chicago boat left Benton Harbor at five o'clock so reached that place at four, only to be informed that the boat would not leave until ten. Had we known this, we might have left Dover early in the morning and visited you during the day. It took the Denverist one hour to 18 H. in the evening, so we noticed they were a half running from 13 H. to Denver, but it is too late now. So sorry you
In the evening we went usually together, playing Bunco, fitch, or some of the other games. Haven't mastered Mr. Rook yet. Want to learn, as that ought to be a good game of thoes. But Monday afternoon Mr. Fricke would teach the H.P. Miss Finner & Miss Kaub furnished the music. Altogether I enjoyed my vacation enormously, but this last day at work is awful. “Blue Monday” doesn’t compare with it.
Have these three days in August, do if nothing happens I may be at the Convention. Undoubtedly you will be there, as one of the “Know Futons.”

Not having your letter coy at the office, don’t know whether I answered all your questions, if not will you please ask them over again, and I’ll be sure to answer.

Grufully yours you waited for us the Monday we intended to reach you but we were just a bit afraid
we would not find you, or have trouble in reaching Dixie Lake.

Noping you will pardon us for having caused you any inconvenience by not coming, for we surely did look forward to a visit either at Dixie Lake or Stent, and regretted not being able to meet. I remain

Sincerely,
[Signature]